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rebalancing u.s. forces is inevitable—
and a threat to world stability

by josef joffe

the 
turn away 

from
 europe

 I
t almost goes unnoticed that the 
united states is closing a long chapter in its 
atlantic history. For 70 years, since the landing 
in normandy, america was literally a power-in-
europe, with a vast military presence stretch-
ing from naples to narvik and from Portugal 
to germany. at its peak, the entire force, navy 

and air Force included, numbered 300,000. the army 
topped out at 217,000. at the end of this year, the 
ground troops will have dwindled to 30,000. a massive 

support structure of american grand strategy is being 
dismantled. Why is no one weeping or gnashing teeth?

that would have been the response in decades 
past. From the Korean War onward, when the united 
states deployed hundreds of thousands to the penin-
sula, europeans perpetually nourished a nightmare 
that the united states, abutting both the atlantic and 
Pacific, would abandon them in favor of asia. to reas-
sure them, the eisenhower administration dispatched 
six divisions to the continent after 1950, promising 
to keep them there for as long as it took to build up 
nato and win the cold War. this permanent expedi-
tionary force, fortified by thousands of tactical nuclear 
weapons, held steady for a half century, and even grew 
when the soviets ratcheted up the pressure. Yet the 
angst was ever-simmering, stoked by perennial senate 
resolutions demanding a drawdown. and it would roil 
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whenever america’s attention shifted to other locales.
it threatened to bubble over during the Viet-

nam War, when the united states deployed a half-
million men to indochina. it frothed again as the 
middle east became a focus, first during the six-day 
and Yom Kippur Wars, then after the triumph of Kho-
meinism in iran. almost from the start, the terrifying 
possibility of “rebalancing,” as the idea of redeploy-
ing american military assets is now called, was never 
far from the minds of european geopolitickers.

still, throughout it all, europe remained at the 
center of american foreign policy. the u.s. commit-
ment, shrinking only slowly, survived the fall of the 
Berlin Wall and the wars in iraq and afghanistan. But 
now, the wolf is at the door. at the beginning of 2012, 
there were a mere 41,000 troops left; at the end of 
this year, two more armored brigades will have been 
pulled out.

given that the american military presence will 
virtually be gone from europe by the time the presi-
dent-elect puts his hand on the Bible in January 2013, 
the silence on either side of the atlantic is astound-
ing. Rebalancing is an about-face of historic propor-
tions. With its vast military presence, america had 
become a european power after World War ii. now, 
u.s. grand strategy has finally shifted to the greater 
middle east, to east asia, and to the Western Pacific. 
Why is no one wringing his hands? For a number of 
reasons—some sensible, and some not.

 e
urope is no longer the strategic ful-
crum of the world, as it was when so-
viet troops were encamped at the gates 
of Hamburg before moscow’s east 
european empire collapsed. there are 
no strategic threats as far as the eye 

can see. europe now worries about invading refugees, 
who flooded in from the former Yugoslavia during the 
Balkan wars of the 90s. these have been followed most 
recently by libyans escaping civil war in their country. 
more will come if the maghreb implodes. tanks cannot 
stop them.

the united states is no longer obsessed with 
Russia. the heirs of stalin and Khrushchev will not 
soon recover the superpower status they lost on 
christmas day 1991, when the soviet union commit-
ted suicide. the action now begins at the syrian bor-
der, moving east and south into the levant, arabia, 
and egypt, thence to iran and the new “great game” 
in afghanistan. another piece is in the former soviet 
south, with its oil- and gas-rich “-stan” countries. But 
the main stage of the 21st century will be china and 
the Western Pacific.

measuring 5,000 miles, the arc from the east-
ern mediterranean to the south china sea will be 
what europe was during the cold War, nay, for cen-
turies: the central arena of great power rivalry. the 
two key players will be the united states and china; 
one the reigning superpower, the other the would-be 
number one. in structural ways, the contest will re-
semble the american–soviet one: sea power vs. land 
power, top dog vs. challenger, liberal democracy vs. 
one-party rule. and in other ways, it will not. 

there will not be a million men on either side of 
the divide that was the elbe River, as was the case for 
four decades in europe, for no such line exists. Wash-
ington and moscow shared virtually no ties, save mu-
tual fear and loathing; the united states and china 
are linked by myriad dependencies, ranging from 
trade via investment to 50,000 chinese students in 
american universities. Both have much more to lose 
from a conflict, hot or economic, than did the u.s. 
and the ussR. mutual deterrence is strong, and it 
rests on more than the nuclear balance of terror.

nonetheless, the new geopolitical game is on. 
the u.s. is playing by the rules of 19th-century great 
Britain, harnessing allies from canberra to Hanoi, 
projecting naval power, and weaving a far-flung net 
of containment. in fact, america is becoming a lot 
more British in its strategy than it was during the 
20th century, when it frequently dispatched large 
land armies to the four corners of the earth. 

in the 21st century, the tools of choice will be 
agile intervention forces, both conventional and 
special; blue-water navies; long-range bombers; un-
manned aerial vehicles operated at a safe remove; 
and a globe-encircling network of moderately small 
bases. like Britain’s coaling stations of yore, which 
supplied the navy worlds away from newcastle, these 
bases will anchor the supply chains at sea and in the 
air. meanwhile, china is increasing its military bud-
get at double-digit speed, seeking an “area denial” 
capacity first and intercontinental reach next. so 
regional allies must be reassured and chinese am-
bitions held in check. clearly, a rebalancing makes 
sense for the u.s. because it now has different strate-
gic fish to fry. and the shift does not make european 
leaders reach for Xanax; europe needs its big brother 
much less now.

this is the upside of the new world. But what 
of the condition of the old world? to begin with, it 
all depends on what we call “europe.” the chunk we 
used to worry over most is indeed more stable than it 
has been for centuries. this is “core europe,” stretch-
ing from Portugal to Poland. But extend this heavenly 
sphere, and trouble looms. the fringes are brittle: 



the Balkans; former soviet possessions such as the 
ukraine, georgia and azerbaijan; the levant with 
iraq next door and the southern shore of the mediter-
ranean. turkey, now ruled by islamists, is the joker—
sometimes with, sometimes against the West. 

eucom, the u.s. headquarters, is in charge in all 
of europe, the former soviet union, and, not to forget, 
israel. its mission is “to conduct military operations…to 
enhance transatlantic security.” given the sheer size of 
the arena, this task is not going to be so easy for amer-
ica’s dwindling forces. it will be even harder consider-
ing that the europeans have virtually bowed out of the 
great power game. When nicolas sarkozy’s France leapt 
into libya in 2011, dragging the rest minus “no-more-
war” germany along, obama, “leading-from-behind,” 
had to fly to the rescue, supplying the high-precision 
ordnance as well as space-based and battlefield surveil-
lance. a decade ago, the europeans learned they could 
not bomb even serbia into submission without the  
u.s. air Force. 

and when syria went off the rails, it was off-limits 
from the start. For europe, no more of what men once 
sang in london’s music halls during the Russo–turkish 

War of 1877–78: “We’ve got the ships, we’ve got the men, 
and got the money, too!” the europeans have none of 
the above, certainly not the long-range air and naval 
power. never mind the distant “halls of montezuma”; 
they can’t even fight for six months on the “shores of 
tripoli” right across from sicily, let alone in syria. da-
mascus is twice as far from the south of France as the 
libyan desert is. While the u.s. still spends about 4 per-
cent of gross domestic product on defense, the europe-
ans are down to 1. nor do they have the mental software 
or the financial capacity to integrate force as an element 
of their grand strategy. only France and Britain retain 
some of the reflexes and remnants of europe’s ancient 
warrior culture. once the master of the universe, eu-
rope has become the saint Bernard of world politics: 
toting lots of mass and economic muscle, but lacking 
the spunk of an attack dog.

the upshot is that europe is neither equipped nor 
eager to police its increasingly turbulent (and truculent) 

neighborhood. if the next american president, obama or 
Romney, also “leads from behind,” he may find a bunch 
of listless indigents milling around front. leading from 
behind like a shepherd assumes that the flock is already 
on the move. europe’s sheep only want to graze. leading 
from behind is not how collective action works among 
people or among nations.

 i
t is the oldest story in the world. When 
it comes to producing “public goods” such as 
international security, there always has to be 
somebody who organizes the posse and shoul-
ders the largest burden—recall gary cooper as 
marshal Will Kane in High Noon (though fail he 

did). President obama is no such sheriff. and it is not 
clear whether mitt Romney would restore the marshal 
Kane ethos. He, too, would have to bring down the astro-
nomically high federal deficit, and after the departure of 
indiana’s Republican senator Richard lugar and Joseph 
lieberman—an ex officio goPnik—there won’t be too 
many europeanists left in the Republican establishment.

there are hawks like John mccain, marco Ru-
bio, and lindsey graham, but they are globalist birds 

of prey. Behind them, Ron Paul isolationism is flap-
ping its wings. the main enemy is “big government at 
home,” Paul has thundered. “We cannot talk about fis-
cal responsibility while spending trillions on occupy-
ing and bullying the rest of the world.” the goP that 
once spearheaded eisenhower’s boots-on-the-ground 
commitment to europe and later united behind Bush 
père et fils in the wars against saddam Hussein and  
al-Qaeda, is threatening to divide along the classic 
axis of isolationism vs. interventionism. Romney 
doesn’t seem to have a grand international vision, 
and no wonder. america’s agenda is to repair itself 
after four years of intractable unemployment in the 8 
percent range, flanked by a trillion-dollar deficit and 
a federal debt heading for the record set in World War 
ii, when it peaked at 120 percent of gdP.

But is america truly in decline—the same de-
cline the doomsayers have been shouting about ever 
since the soviets were first in space with sputnik in 
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the united states is no longer obsessed with russia. the heirs of stalin 

and Khrushchev will not soon recover the superpower status they lost on 

christmas day 1991, when the soviet union committed suicide. the action 

now begins at the syrian border, moving east and south into the levant, arabia, 

and egypt, thence to iran and the new ‘great game’ in afghanistan. 
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1957? its economy is more than twice the size of chi-
na’s, its per-capita income 10 times higher. china’s 
fabulous growth rates have begun to shrink, as such 
rates always do once an economy leaves its lowly be-
ginnings behind, whether they play catch-up or start-
up. consider the fate of the “economic miracles” in 
West germany, Japan, taiwan, and south Korea. add 
to this historical experience the prospect that china 
will be old before it will be rich. By 2050, america will 
be the youngest nation among all those slated to evict 
number one from the penthouse of global power,  
save india. 

america’s military establishment dwarfs any-
thing seen in history ever since Rome fell to the ger-
manic tribes. no other country has the same global 
reach: the u.s. can launch B-52 bombers in missouri, 
drop their loads on afghanistan and iraq, and return 
home in one fell swoop. china, Russia, and india are 
regional powers; europe is a saint Bernard empire; 
and Japan, stagnant since the 90s, is an american se-
curity client.

For now.

 t
he pentagon’s budget for fis-
cal 2013 is set at a shade above $600 
billion, down from $650 billion in 
2012—a hefty, but not a murderous, 
cut. the real mayhem lurks down 
the line. obama and congress agreed 

last summer to reduce spending by $450 billion in 
the coming decade. another $600 billion will be cut 
automatically through a “sequester” unless congress 
devises an alternative. this means there will be $100 
billion less in the annual total as far as the budgetary 
eye can see, unless . . . 

But the “unless” is hardly heartening. even if 
Romney wins, it will be easier to rob the Pentagon than 
the modern american entitlement state, where gov-
ernment spending at all levels has breached 40 percent 
of gdP—close to the european average of 45 percent.

so the darkening defense future is the nub of the 
matter; the number of brigades in europe is just one 
chapter of the story. it would have been nice to keep the 

men and materiel on the continent, not for nostalgic 
but for sound, strategic reasons. europe is simply closer 
to the theaters where the u.s. might need to fight tomor-
row—from the maghreb to the mashrek. Forces in situ 
are even better for not having to fight; they are there for 
deterrence. and deterrence will be needed. Russia will 
not let go of its designs on the ukraine or pesky geor-
gia or oil-rich azerbaijan. iran will keep threatening 
its neighbors. the chance that the arab spring will 
bring democracy, jobs, and domestic peace to the arab 
world is slim. Ready forces next door would sober those 
tempted to follow Henry iV’s advice to his son and suc-
cessor: “therefore, my Harry, / Be it thy course to busy 
giddy minds / With foreign quarrels.” exporting strife is 
a classic of beleaguered regimes.

But america-in-europe is almost history. it’s the 
“air-sea Battle” now—the name of the new american 
strategy. it’s off-shore balancing with an over-the-hori-
zon presence. this is how Britain, the first liberal em-
pire, did it, besting the spaniards, dutch, and French 
for three centuries, from the victory over the armada 
in 1588 to nelson’s triumph at trafalgar in 1805. the 

economy of power was a British specialty, albion’s na-
vies delivering a bigger bang for the quid than land 
armies did. unfortunately, air-sea Battle won’t be the 
steal that budget busters conjure up, especially in view 
of Russia’s and china’s rapid rearmament.

and so back to the nub. if the defense-budget 
bloodletting initiated by obama continues into the 
next decade, the united states, too, will no longer be 
able to sing “We’ve got the ships, we’ve got the men.” 
think of the challenges facing the country in the im-
mediate and near-term futures.

First, think what it would take to disarm iran 
before it gets the bomb. it would take weeks just for 
the preliminaries: lay low the air defenses, unravel 
the command-and-control network, eliminate iran’s 
air and naval assets that threaten tanker traffic in the 
gulf. then more weeks for destroying the primary tar-
gets, up to 50 of them and some, like Fordow, are pro-
tected by 200 feet of rock. each site would require mul-
tiple bombing runs, again and again, to make sure they 

what is the moral of this tale? you can save some money by pulling out 

of europe. but that is not enough to remain mr. big if obama’s budgetary ax 

Keeps chopping away at the pentagon. it isn’t cheap to be an xxl britain, 

not in a world where the locals can fight bacK with state-of-the-art weapons 

and deter america from maKing good on its commitments. 
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are down and out. all the while, the u.s. would have to 
demonstrate ample escalation dominance to dissuade 
the Khameinists from opening other fronts elsewhere, 
against israel or saudi arabia.

now shift to the Western Pacific. one scenario 
would be a melee in the south china sea, where Beijing 
contests everybody else’s claims. another would be a 
pitched battle in the taiwan straits to nix a chinese in-
vasion. the speed at which china is adding to its coastal 
and naval potential suggests that the u.s. might soon 
be deterred from intervening on behalf of taipei—thus 
putting to an end the best-laid air-sea Battle plans to 
pin down china. if Washington can no longer reassure 
its allies, they will slip from its embrace.

What is the moral of this tale? You can save some 
money by pulling out of europe. But that is not enough 
to remain mr. Big if obama’s budgetary ax keeps chop-
ping away at the Pentagon. it isn’t cheap to be an XXl 
Britain, not in a world where the locals can fight back 
with state-of-the-art weapons and deter america from 
making good on its commitments. this election is like 
no other since Harry s. truman’s watershed victory in 
1948. Having reversed post-VJ day disarmament by 
1947, truman had a mandate of sorts to set the united 
states on the road to global leadership. the same man-
date was assumed by the next batch of presidents, Re-
publican and democrat alike. the results of 2012 will 
shape the future of american power in the same way. 
the outcome will either speed up the slide or slow it 
(don’t count on Romney to be another Reagan who 
went off to outarm the soviet union). But whoever 
wins, the u.s. would be ill advised to try and out-Brit 
the Brits with their over-the-horizon strategy. the uK 
didn’t really care about europe, except to make sure 

that it would never fall into the hands of a single po-
tentate like napoleon. Having done the work, Britain 
pulled out again.

america should care. after all, who else is there? 
the cowardly saudis? the indifferent indians? the 
faraway australians? this is how the Economist put 
it earlier this year: “While the feeble defense efforts of 
too many nato members riles americans, the organi-
zation remains the only vehicle that reliably provides 
partners when america wants to do something and 
does not want to do it on its own.” But the europeans 
won’t do it unless led from the front. and leadership 
requires being there, as a power-in-europe that keeps 
the nato machinery humming. the 27 nations of the 
european union, mired in crisis and economic stag-
nation, will not take care of the strategic business of a 
region that is still as important to the united states as 
is east asia.

also, more than purely strategic interests are at 
stake. america and europe constitute the largest trade 
and investment relationship in the world; together 
they are good for more than half the global gdP. nato 
is the chain that holds it all together. at age 63, nato 
is the longest-lived alliance among independent na-
tions, and its longevity certifies its worth. nato has 
built a precious edifice of command and training, nev-
er mind all the family spats since 1949. it is the world’s 
anchor of liberal democracy, nothing to sneeze at on a 
planet where the real thing remains either shaky or re-
mote. Yes, the 21st century’s central arenas will be the 
middle east and the Western Pacific; so rebalancing it 
has to be. But the atlantic is home. Home is boring and 
exasperating, yet, in the words of Robert Frost, it is also 
the place “where they have to take you in.”q
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